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The concept of quantum monodromy is introduced to give insight into the energy levels of
systems with cylindrically symmetrical potential energy barriers. The K structure of bending
progressions of bent molecules and the pendular states of dipolar molecules in strong electric
® elds are taken as molecular examples. Results are given for a two-dimensional champagne
bottle model, for six computed bending progressions for water taken from the compilation of
Partridge andSchwenke and for the quantal spherical pendulum. Sharp changes in the energy
level patterns around the barrier energy are related to changes in the forms of the relevant
classical trajectories. Analytical insight into the mathematical origin of the monodromy are
also given.
1. Introduction
The concept of monodromy(meaning `once round’) is
wellestablishedinthemathematicalliterature[1, 2]. One
type of physical application occurs in any time periodic
system, where for example the stabilities of ® xed points
inthe periodmap (or Floquet map) arecharacterized by
the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix [3]. Another
type of application comes from the classical mechanical
literature [4], where it is used to demonstrate a gross
topological obstruction to the global construction of
angle± action variables. Translated into quantum
mechanical language, this implies the absence of any
smoothly valid set of quantum numbers for the entire
spectrum. The quantum monodromy of the present
paper is employed in the latter sense. Speci® cally it is
shown, by semiclassicalarguments, tobea generic prop-
erty of any system with a cylindrically symmetrical
potential barrier. A graphical illustration of the lack of
connectivity is shown in ® gure 1 below. Molecular illus-
trationsaregivenforthebending± rotatingstatesof H2O
and for the pendular states of dipolar molecules in
strong electric ® elds [5].
It has of course been known since the early papers of
Dixon [6] and Johns [7] on the spectroscopy of quasi-
linear molecules that the states below the barrier to lin-
earity are conveniently labelled by bent molecule
quantum numbers v2,K and those above by linear
molecule ones, say n2,° ² ; but it is less often noted
that the algebraic relations ° K and n 2 2v2 °
between the two sets imply that both designations are
equally valid for any particular energy state. The mono-
dromy provides an elegant test for the smoothness of
either of these individual labelling schemes (and of any
other scheme) by tracing out a circle in energy and
angular momentum space around a `critical point’ at
the barrier energy with K ° 0. At the same time it
brings out asudden change inthe energy dependence on
either v2,K or n 2,° when crossing the barrier to lin-
earity, which is re¯ected for example in the abrupt
halving of the apparent bending vibrational frequency
in the photoelectron spectrum of H2S [8].
The existence of such abrupt changes is not of course
new. In particular Dixon[6]drew attention to the pres-
ence of a sharp dip in the local vibrational level spacing
at K 0 at the barrier to linearity, which is smoothed
away as K increases. The resulting local convergence of
the low K levels certainlyimplies a reorganization of the
energy level pattern around the barrier maximum, but
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² n2 in this notation corresponds to v
linear
2 of Johns[7]. There
is also a spectroscopic convention to use k for the signed value
of K, but in the absence of similar conventions for ° and later
m (for the pendular states) it is less confusing in the present
context to treat K , ° and m as signed quantities.the precise consequences for the energy variation at
® xed v2 or n 2 have not previously been discussed. Nor
has the generality of the phenomenon been determined
by reference to the equally abrupt changes in the nature
of the classical trajectories.
Previous work on the vibrational± rotational struc-
tures of Renner± Teller systems may also be mentioned.
For example Jungen and Merer [9] show that the com-
putational equivalence of the K and °bases is broken by
thepresenceof Renner± Teller coupling. The in¯uence of
this coupling on the rate of switch-over from bent to
linear patterns has also been discussed [10, 11], with
particular reference to the spectrum of H2S [12]. The
present paper deals however only with motions on a
single potential energy surface. Its novel conceptual
aspects relate (a) to the absence of connectivity in
either the v2,K or n 2,° labelling schemes and (b) to
the semiclassical origin of abrupt changes in the energy
level patterns around the barrier maximum.
The monodromy is introduced in section 2 by refer-
ence to a two-dimensional champagne bottle model that
waspresented inmathematical detail elsewhere[13]. The
main purpose of the paper is however to demonstrate
that it also persists in the fully coupled vibrational spec-
trum of H2O even when the stretching modes are also
excited. Results are presented for several calculated
bending progressions up to total energies of
28000cm
1 on the accurate potential energy surface of
Partridge and Schwenke[14]. The monodromy is clearly
apparent for v1,v2,v3 bending progressions with
v1 v3 2 although there are some assignment ambi-
guities at high v2, particularly for (v1,v3 2,0 and
(1,1). Thegenerality of the e￿ ect isfurtherdemonstrated
by giving results for the spherical pendular states of a
dipolar molecule in a strong electric ® eld. The relevant
angular momentum is then the projection m in the ® eld
direction while a quantum number vµ, which counts the
nodes in the µ direction, plays the role of v2. The con-
venient labelling schemes are n,m , with n 2vµ m ,
for the low-lying near harmonic states and j,m with
j v µ m , for the high-lying near free rotor states.
Each shows the same qualitative monodromic pattern
as the previous bending± rotating states.
Section 3 summarizes the main conclusions of an ear-
liersemiclassicalanalysisof thechampagne bottlemodel
[13] and indicates their extensions to the spherical pen-
dulum. The conclusions are summarized and discussed
insection 4. Finally interested readers arereferred tothe
appendix on analytical aspects of the monodromy.
2. Quantum monodromy
The origin of the term monodromy is illustrated in
® gure 1 which shows the central part of a lattice of
quantum eigenvalues for the scaled champagne bottle
Hamiltonian described in the appendix. Each point is
labelled by the conserved angular momentum K and a
vibrational quantum number v which increases from
zero up each vertical (constant K) ladder. The mono-
dromy is associated with the non-connectivity of this
labelling scheme, due to the presence of a so-called cri-
tical point with zero-angular angular momentum at the
top of the potential maximum (E 0 in this model).
Consider for example the arrowed unit cell with axes
D K, D v 1,0 and 0,1 in the lower part of the
® gure, and follow the smooth evolution of this cell on
an anticlockwise circuit around the critical point. The
vector 0,1 returns to itself but 1,0 returns to 1,1 Ð
both being related to their initial forms by
D K
D v
1 0
1 1
D K
D v
. 1
Equation (1) or its inverse for clockwise transport may
be veri® ed to apply to the circuit of any vector around
the critical point. The conclusion is that (v,K may pro-
vide local labels for individual quantum states but that
the resulting scheme is not smoothly connected over the
whole lattice.
Further insight is obtained by noting that points in
the upper part of ® gure 1 are roughly interleaved in
successive vertical columns, which means that the
energy di￿ erences corresponding to D v 1 are
roughly half those corresponding to D K 1. In
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Figure 1. The central part of the computedquantal spectrum
for the scaled champagne-bottle model with b 0.00625.
The scaling relations are given after equation (A2).other words there is an approximate 2:1 resonance
which may be characterized by the quantum number
n 2v K , which is of course the linear molecule
quantum number of Johns [7]. It is also normal to
replace K by ° in the labelling of linear states. Figure
2 demonstrates some interesting symmetries between
these two v,K and n,° (with ° K) labelling
schemes, by use of continuous and dashed curves to
join points with common v and common n values re-
spectively. The smooth roughly quadratic energy vari-
ation with K at ® xed v in the lower part of the ® gure
goes over to a succession of sharp kinks around K 0
for energies above the critical point. Conversely the
dashed curves are roughly quadratic in ° or K for
E > 0 but become kinked for E < 0. These features are
related in section 3 to the forms of the positive and
negative energy trajectories, by use of the Bohr quanti-
zation rule.
Similar features are shown in ® gure 3 for the energies
of the K a J levels of a variety of computed bending
progressions of water. These energy levels were taken
from Partridge and Schwenke [14] who computed
them on a very accurate spectroscopically determined
potential energy surface and also gave a very large
number of computer generated assignments. K a is not
of course a rigorous quantum number for H2O (nor
indeed is v2 except as a counting number) but close
symmetric top like degeneracies are expected for high
J and K a. Moreover even the 110 to 111 rotational
energy splittings in the known bands are too small to
be resolved on the scale of ® gure 3. The plotted points
were therefore taken as Partridge and Schwenke’s [14]
J J0 energy levels for the relevant bending progression.
The lines drawn in ® gure 3 link the solid points with
common v2 (solid lines) and n 2 (dashed lines) as for
® gure 2. In some cases it was necessary to reassign the
counting number v2 and these points have a superim-
posed cross (+ ). The open points at relatively high
levels of vibrational excitation, which are not joined
by lines, fall outside the v2,K a pattern and are usually
supernumerary to it. We believe that these levels only
appear here due to problems with the automatic assign-
ment procedure employed by Partridge and Schwenke
[14]; in many cases they are alternatives to those given
by the solid circles. These problems with automatic
assignment have been previously discussed [15,16]. It
should also be noted that possible high energy anoma-
lies for the 2,v2,0 and 1,v2,1 progressions have been
omitted by truncating the diagrams.
Nevertheless, the qualitative similarity between ® gure
2 and the various panels of ® gure 3 is remarkable. The
simple quartic minus quadratic champagne bottle model
is of course inadequate to account even for a bending
cut through the full potential energy surface, but the
qualitative features of the diagram depend solely on
the existence of a cylindrically symmetric potential
maximum at the barrier to linearity, which leads to an
abruptchangefromsmoothto kinkedvariations inthe v
quantized (continuous lines) and n quantized (dashed
lines) energy levels around the position of this maxi-
mum. Quantitative di￿ erences between ® gures 2 and 3
inthe vibrationalenergy level spacingsandintheshapes
of the smooth continuous and dashed curves depend of
course on the nature of the potential surface.
A third example, illustrated in ® gure 4, is taken from
the spherical pendulum model for dipolar pendular
states. The discussion in the appendix shows that three
possible labelling schemes may be employed in this
caseÐ each involving the conserved angular momentum
projection, m , onto the z axis. Points in each vertical
ladder may be ascribed successive polar quantum num-
bers v µ 0,1,2,..., but the degenerate oscillator label
n 2vµ m is strongly preferred for small amplitude
oscillations of the pendulum. The smooth quadratic
variation with m at given n is then seen to go over to
the characteristic kinked shape at energies above the
barrier to end-over-end rotation; the dashed curves,
which are kinked at lowenergies and smooth at energies
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Figure 2. The computed quantal spectrum for the scaled
champagne-bottle model with b 0.00625. Points indi-
cate the computed eigenvalues. Solid and dashed lines
jointhose withcommonvalues of thebentmoleculequan-
tumnumber v andthelinear molecule number n v K
respectively. Note the abrupt transition from smooth to
kinkedvariations in bothsets of curves aroundthe critical
point at K 0, E 0.374 M. S. Child et al.
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Figure 3. Monodromy plots of various computed bending progressions of water taken from the data of Partridge and Schwenke
[14]. The rotational energies are taken for the J J0 states; hence K a J. The solid circles, which are joined by solid and dashed
lines as in ® gure 2, display the monodromic pattern. Those withsuperimposedcrosses (+ ) have beenreassignedwith respect to
v2 (see text). Open circles indicate reported, usually extra, states [14]that do not conform with the pattern.above the barrier, are those with a common rotational
label j vµ m . The main qualitative features again
carry over from ® gures 2 and 3.
3. Semiclassical interpretation
The semiclassical origin of the monodromy in ® gures
1 and 2 may be derived from the Bohr quantization
condition for the champagne bottle model (see
appendix).
1
h
R m a x
R min
p R E,K; R dR v E,K 1
2 p , 2
where R min and R max are the classical turning points,
given by zeros of the radial momentum
p R E,K; R 2m E K
2
h
2/2m R
2
A R
2
B R
4 1/2.
3
The partial derivative identity
¶ E /¶ K v ¶ v /¶ K E / ¶ v /¶ E K 4
is ® rst employed to examine the derivatives of the con-
tinuous curvesin® gure 2at K 0,taking care torecog-
nize that the function v E,K is non-analytic at the
critical point K,E 0,0 , due to con¯uence of the
inner turning point R min with the singularity at R 0
(see the appendix for a more detailed discussion).
The energy derivative at K 0 reduces to
¶ v
¶ E K 0
2
h
R max
R min
m dR
p R E,0; R
1
h
dR
ÇR
T vib
h , 5
where T vib is the classical time period of the vibration.
Corrections to the Bohr± Sommerfeld rule due to a loga-
rithmic divergence of T vib as E 0 are shown else-
where [13] to diminish rapidly away from the critical
point. It was also found that T vib is approximately sym-
metric with respect to the sign of E over a wide energy
region.
The angular momentum derivative
¶ v
¶ K E
K h
p
R max
R min
dR
R 2 2m E K 2h2/2m R 2 A R 2 B R 4 1/2
6
must betreated withcare. It iszerofor K 0and E < 0
because the integral is ® nite. However the integral
diverges as K
1 for E > 0 because R min 0 as
K 0 and di￿ erent branches of the square root must
be taken according tothe sign of K . Thepresence of this
branch point of v(K,E at E 0, K 0 lies at the heart
of the monodromy. Its physical origin may be demon-
strated by use of the semiclassical identity K h m R
2Çµ,
where Çµis the angularvelocity; thus equation(6) may be
re-expressed as
¶ v
¶ K E
1
2p
R max
R min
Çµ
ÇR
dR 1
2p
Çµdt
D µ
2p , 7
where D µis the polar angle change during a vibrational
cycle. The limiting value as K 0 is readily deduced
from the forms of the negative and positive energy tra-
jectories in ® gures 5(a) and (b) respectively. D µ 0 for
E < 0 and D µ p for E < 0 according to the sign of
K . Hence
¶ v
¶ K E
0, E < 0,
1
2, E > 0,K > 0,
1
2, E > 0,K < 0.
8
Equation (8), whichexplains the sharptransition froma
smoothcontinuouscurveat K 0,E < 0in® gure2toa
kink when E > 0, is seen fromthe trajectory diagramto
depend solely on the presence of a cylindrically sym-
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Figure 4. The computed quantal spectrum for the spherical
pendulum model with ¹ /B 100. Points indicate the
computed eigenvalues, which are labelled upwards from
zero in each column by v µ. m is the z component of angu-
lar momentum. Solid and dashed lines join those with
common values of the pendulum quantum number
n 2vµ m and the rotational quantum number j
vµ m respectively. Note the abrupt transition from
smoothtokinked variations in both sets of curves around
the critical point at m 0, E /¹ 1.metric maximum in the potential function; the precise
functional form is irrelevant.
The behaviour of the dashed curves, linking points
with linear molecule quantum numbers ° K and
n 2v ° is also readily explained. Their derivatives
are given by
¶ E /¶ ° n ¶ n /¶ ° E / ¶ n /¶ E °, 9
where ¶ n /¶ E ° 2 ¶ v /¶ E K; while in accordance with
(8)
¶ n
¶ ° E
¶
¶ K 2v K
1, E < 0,° K < 0,
1, E < 0,° K > 0,
0, E > 0.
10
The kinks in the continuous curves at ° 0 and E > 0
have been transferred to kinks in the dashed ones at
E < 0. It is also evident from equations (4), (5), (8),
(9) and (10) that the slopes of the two sets of kinked
curved (dashed and continuous) have a mirror sym-
metry around the barrier maximum to the extent that
T vib E T vib E .
The positive and negative curvatures of the contin-
uous (constant v) and dashed (constant n) curves are
related elsewhere [13] to the positive and negative pre-
cessional rates of the negative and positive energy tra-
jectories in ® gure 5.
4. Discussion and conclusions
Monodromy would appear to have important conse-
quences for the structure of the energy levels of quasi-
linear molecules, of which we have taken water as a
possible example. To observe monodromy in water it
would be necessary to assign spectra with at least 10
quanta of bending excitation. Published spectra only
go half this far[17], although recent work has extended
the assignment to the 0,6,0 band [18]. Furthermore,
analysis of sunspot spectra [15] and near infrared
laboratory spectra [16] has extended the assignments
to levels with 7 quanta of bending excitation in combi-
nation with excited stretching states. As there remain
many unassigned transitions, particularly in the sunspot
spectra, it seems likely that higher bending states will be
analysed soon.
Other systems may also be considered, because water
has a relatively high barrier to linearity and may not
therefore seem the most likely candidate in a search
for monodromy. Moreover the selectionrules fortransi-
tions within the electronic ground state are much less
favourable for the observation of long progressions
than those involving electronic excitation. On the
other hand many well known excited states of quasi-
linear molecules are complicated by electronic degenera-
cies and the consequent Renner± Teller non-adiabatic
coupling. The present single-surface approach to the
analysis is therefore inappropriate. Other candidates
include single-surface, quasi-linear molecules, such as
C3O2 [19] and HNCO[20], for which bending spectra
have been recorded. However it would appear that the
systems analysed to date either have nonlinear minima
too shallow to support a signi® cant number of bending
states below the monodromy point, as is the case for
C3O2 and HNCO[21], or that the observed spectra do
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Figure 5. Classical trajectories for the scaled champagne-
bottle model with b 0.00625, K 1 and (a) E
7.5, (b) E 7.5. Note that the total angular change
for one vibrational cycle reduces to zero in the limit
K 0 in panel (a), but to p , according to the sign of
K in panel (b). Secondly the opposite senses of precession
in the two panels should be noted.not yet extend to the monodromy point, as is the case
for H2O. No ® rm experimental evidence for this inter-
esting e￿ ect is therefore yet available.
As indicated in the introduction, the plots in ® gures
2± 4 are in one sense simply presentations of known
results in quasi-linear molecule theory [6, 7]. We have
however stressed the generality of the abrupt change in
level structure about the monodromy point, for all
systems with cylindrically symmetric potential barriers.
The relationship between these abrupt changes and the
forms of relevant classical trajectories was strictly
demonstrated only for the two-dimensional champagne
bottle and spherical pendulum models but the similarity
with the fully coupled computed results for water was
strikingly evident. It remains to be seen whether this is
merelyevidenceof aratherweakinteractionbetweenthe
bending and stretching modes in this particular mol-
ecule, but since the freedom to pass through linearity
is associated with the vanishing of one moment of
inertia, it seems likely that the monodromy will prove
to be a persistent e￿ ect. No doubt perturbations will
occur in most molecules at energies as high as
25000cm
1 but use of the double v2,K 2 , n 2,°2 grid
employed in ® gures 2± 4 is expected to be a powerful aid
to assignment.
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Appendix: analytical considerations
The mathematical origin of the monodromy is illu-
strated below by reference to the champagne bottle
system. Analytical aspects of the more complicated
spherical pendulum system are also addressed.
A.1. Champagne bottle
The K structure associated with high amplitude
bending states of a bent molecule is modelled by the
`champagne bottle’ [13] Hamiltonian, with the classical
form
H 1
2m
P
2
R
P 2
u
R 2 A R
2
B R
4. A1
Angular momentum is conserved, with P u K h in
quantum mechanics, and the quantum mechanical
eigenvalues are readily obtained from an expansion in
degenerate harmonic oscillator states [22]. The present
analytical discussion starts by transforming equation (2)
to the scaled form adopted in the earlier paper²
v K,²
1
2
1
2p
z1
z2
z
1 2²z z
2 2b z
3
K
2 1/2dz
A2
in which z 2m A /h 2 1/2
R 2, ² m /2A h 2 1/2
E,
b h
2/8m A
3 1/2
B while z1 and z 2 are the turning
points. The monodromy arises from a con¯uence of
the inner turning point with the singularity as K 0
and it follows from equation (54) of [13] that v K,²
contains a turning point contribution of the form
f K,² 1
2p
K arctan
²
K
²
2
ln
²
2
K
2
4
K p
2
1
2p
Im K i² ln
K i²
2
K p
2
.
A3
It is evident fromequation (A3) that v K,² has a loga-
rithmic singularity at K ² 0.
The nature of the monodromy in ® gure 1 can also be
traced to the multivalued nature of the arctangent con-
tributionto f K,² . Thenumberinggiveninthediagram
corresponds to choice of the principal value,
p /2 < arctan ²/K < p /2, but equation (A3) implies
that v K,² v K,² K if the arctangent is allowed
to pass smoothly to the next sheet after an anticlockwise
cycle aroundthe origin. Conversely the energy ² must be
increased to that of the original point K,v K,² K if
the quantum number v K,² is conserved during the
cycle. Consequently the vector D K,D v between
points labelled K i,v i and K j,v j in ® gure 1 evolves to
the vector D K,D v D K around such a v K,² pre-
serving cycle, which accords exactly with equation (1).
Equation(A3) alsohasimplications for thederivative
(¶ v /¶ K ² as K 0, which was analysed pictorially in
section 3. Thus
Lim
K 0
¶ f
¶ K
1
2p
arctan
²
K
p
2
. A4
The terms on the right hand side cancel for ² < 0 and
combine to give 1
2 for ² > 0. Hence the limits of
(¶ v /¶ K ² implied by equations (A3) and (A4) coincide
with those given by equation (8).
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² These scaling relations are unfortunately incorrect in the
earlier paper [13].A.2. Spherical pendulum
The pendular motions of a diatomic molecule with
dipole ¹ and rotational constant B in an electric ® eld
are governed by the Hamiltonian
H B J
2 ¹ cosµ
B p
2
µ
p
2
u
sin
2 µ
¹ cosµ. A5
The angular momentum component p u m h is again
conserved and the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian is
readily diagonalized in a spherical harmonic basis. The
semiclassical situation has an additional complication,
compared with the earlier model, that the following
Bohr± Sommerfeld quantization condition may involve
con¯uences between either of the classical turning
points, µ1 and µ2, and the singularities at µ p and
µ 0 respectively:
vµ
1
2
1
h
p µdµ
2
h B 1/2
µ1
µ2
E ¹ cosµ m
2
h
2/sin
2 µ
1/2dµ.
A6
The coalescence at µ p is responsible for the mono-
dromy in ® gure 4, while that at µ 0 has consequences
for the limiting behaviour of (¶ vµ/¶ m ² as m 0. The
analysis is simpli® ed by the substitutions a E /¹ ,
b h B /¹
1/2 and z cosµ, which reduce equation
(A6) to the form
vµ
1
2
1
p b
z1
z2
z3
a z2
z b 2
m 2 1/2
1 z2 dz. A7
Thus
¶ vµ
¶ m ²
b m
2p
I I , A8
where
I
z1
z2
dz
z 1 z 3 az 2 z b 2m 2 1/2
2
z 1 1 z1 z3
1/2
z1 z2
z1 1,
z 1 z2
z 1 z3
1/2
.
A9
The notation in equation (A9) has z1 > z2 > z3 for the
roots of the cubic polynomial, whileP a
2,k isthe com-
plete elliptic integral of the third kind, inthe notation of
Gradsteyn and Ryzhik [23]. A careful examination of
the behaviour of the roots z i as m 0 , coupled with
the identity [24]
a
2,k k
2/a
2,k K k
p
2
a
2
1 a
2 a
2 k 2
1/2
A10
leads to the conclusion that I is ® nite for E < ¹ but
diverges as p /b m for E > ¹ , while I diverges as
p /b m for all E. Consequently
Lim
m 0
¶ vµ
¶ m E
1
2, for E < ¹ ,
1, for E > ¹ .
A13
It follows that the labels n 2vµ m and j v µ m
used for the continuous and dashed lines in ® gure 5 re-
spectively are de® ned in such a way that (¶ n /¶ m E 0
for E < ¹ and (¶ j/¶ m E 0 for E > ¹ . The analo-
gues of the partial derivative identity in equation (4)
therefore ensure that (¶ E /¶ m n 0 for E < ¹ and
(¶ E /¶ m j 0 for E > ¹ .
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